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The set-up

The way to market communities has changed 
drastically in the last several years. In a global 
economy, with every community at our fingertips 
in seconds, via the Internet, the way we market 
communities has forever been altered.

You are about to learn the Seven Deadly Sins of 
Community Marketing and chances are that you 
are guilty of most of them. It’s not that you’re doing 
anything wrong, you’re just doing what everyone else 
is doing. These days you can’t just blend in - to win 
you must stand out!

Here are the two primary reasons why the “old 
models” simply don’t work.

Communities are looking for their second act

In the U.S. there are 19,500 cities and towns. Of these, 
18,500 of them have fewer than 40,000 residents. 
Only a thousand towns have more. In Canada there 
are nearly 7,500 cities and towns of which 7,000 have 
fewer than 40,000 residents.

Virtually every community was founded on 
transportation (close to major freeways, railways, or 
waterways), natural resources (timber, fishing, mining, 
agriculture), or manufacturing - a combination of the 
two. But in this global economy, most are losing their 
core industries. So what’s your “second act?”

Every one is competing for your tax dollars, your jobs, 
your residents, and your piece of the tourism and 
economic development pie. Competition is fierce and 
growing stronger.

We’re drowning in marketing overload

Billions of dollars are spent every year marketing 
communities: Chambers of Commerce, destination 
marketing organizations, economic development 
agencies, cities, downtowns, counties, districts, 
regions, states and provinces.

Yet we’re exposed to 5,000 marketing messages a day 
- far more than the mind can absorb - so we filter out 
anything generic that doesn’t appeal to us specifically. 

Because communities work so hard to be all things to 
all people, the “something for everyone” mentality has 
lead to an alarming fact: 97% of all community-based 
marketing is now ineffective.

This includes your brochures, websites, Internet 
advertising, fliers, posters, radio and television ads, 
print advertising, billboards, etc.

Here are the seven reasons why (the deadly sins) and 
what to do about it.
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Words & phrases to avoid

• Explore
• Discover
• Outdoor recreation
• Unlike anywhere else
• So much to see and do
• The four season destination
• Where the seasons come to life
• Historic downtown
• Center of it all
• Best kept secret
• We have it all
• Experience...
• Visit (name of town)
• Beauty & heritage
• Naturally fun
• Gateway
• Close to everything
• Escape the ordinary
• Unique
• Right around the corner

• Your playground
• So much history
• ...and so much more
• Purely natural
• The place for all ages
• Home away from home
• A slice of heaven
• For a refreshing change of place
• It’s all right here
• Recreation unlimited
• The adventure place
• The perfect getaway
• The place for families
• For the kid in all of us
• Start your vacation here
• Recreational paradise
• Take a look!
• Where opportunity lives
• Where adventure lives
• We’re open for business

Deadly Sin #1:  Trying to be all things 
to all people
Why is this important? Because we filter out anything 
that does not directly appeal to us. I happen to love 
scuba diving, so when I hear or see ads promoting 
great Caribbean diving destinations, I automatically 
perk up and take notice. But seeing ads that promote 
“we have something for everyone here in Grand 
Cayman” will simply get bypassed and will remain 
unnoticed. 

To win you MUST narrow your focus. You simply 
cannot be all things to all people and win in this age of 
marketing over-saturation.

Look at the list of words and phrases to avoid, to the 
right. These could fit virtually anyone, anywhere. Is it 
any wonder why 97% of your marketing is wasted?

I was speaking at a conference and as this 
list was scrolling on the screen an audience 
member stood up and said, “I think we’re 
using all of those! With slogans like: Come 
and explore and discover our outdoor 
recreational paradise. There’s so much to 
see and do in our four season destination. 
A place where the seasons come to life. A 
real gem and best kept secret...’” No wonder 
97% of your marketing is ineffective.

Avoid using the word “natural” and 
“adventure” in any context in your primary 
tag lines. Those two words along with 
“explore,” “discover,” and “unique” are so 
overused they simply fall on deaf ears.
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Be Specific

Communities, like businesses, have been forced to 
specialize - to be known for something specific. In 
business, lawyers, medical practitioners, insurance 
agencies, architects, engineers, software developers, 
and consultants all specialize.

Yet communities are stuck in the “group hug 
mentality” where in an effort to make everyone happy 
they use generic feel-good messaging that doesn’t 
provide one reason to visit you and doesn’t set you 
apart from anyone else or anywhere else.

In this age of differentiation, you must outwit, outplay, 
outlast - you must narrow your focus.

Put yourself in the shoes of the people you’re hoping 
to attract and ask yourself: “What do we have that 
they can’t get or do closer to home.” What do we have 
that differentiates us from everyone else in our market 
area? 

Remember, we have the world at our fingertips in 
seconds! What sets you apart?

Tell me why

Why should I invest in your community when there 
are lots of places looking for my money? Why should 
I establish a business in your town over others with 
similar attributes and attractions? Why should I move 
to your town? Why should I visit you?

Notice the focus on “WHY” not what you have, where 
you’re located, or who you are. Tell me why and make 
sure it’s unique to ONLY you.

Whatever it is that makes you different, or clearly 
better (by third party endorsement), you MUST hang 
your hat on that. 

How do YOU stand out from the crowd? How many 
places can have “something for everyone”? You must 
jettison the generic. Memorize these three words 
and look at all of your marketing text. Then take out 
anything that can fit anyone else in your marketplace.

Jettison the generic

Look at your taglines and logos. Look at your 
brochures, your photographs, your website and 
printed materials. If your messages can fit anyone else, 
then toss it and start over. 

If this was easy everyone would be doing it. It’s not, 
but to win, you must jettison the generic in everything 
you do.

The narrower your focus, the stronger your success 
will be. Something for everyone will result in 
mediocrity and ultimate failure. Memberships can kill 
your marketing efforts. I’ve heard it before: “Well, I’m 
a member and pay my dues, and I think we have so 
much more than that. We really do have something 
for everyone.” I love this quote: “If your brand - that 
one thing that sets you apart - stands for everything, 
then you stand for nothing.”

It’s far better to be a big fish in a small pond than to be 
a small fish in a big pond.

Deadly Sin #1:  Trying to be all things to all people (continued)

JETTISON TH
E

GENERIC
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Narrow your focus

Communities that win have a narrow focus:

•  Orlando owns the “kids and family” brand
•  Nashville - country music
•  Napa Valley - wine
•  Washington, DC - government
•  Lancaster, PA - the Amish
•  Hollywood - movies and stars
•  Detroit - cars
•  Vail, Colorado - skiing
•  Hershey, Pennsylvania - chocolate
•  Branson, Missouri - music theater
•  Indianapolis - Motor sports
•  Frankenmuth, Michigan - German theme
•  Helen, Georgia - Bavarian theme
•  Tombstone, Arizona - old west theme
•  Canmore, Alberta - Mountain sports
•  Vulcan, Alberta - Star Trek
•  Silicon Valley, California - high tech
What’s your brand? What puts you on the map?

Never, ever use focus groups

Focus groups are the epitome of the group hug 
mentality. Avoid them at all costs. It’s a good way to 
ensure you’ll end up with something generic that will 
be totally useless and will do nothing to increase your 
marketing effectiveness.

This effort of narrowing your focus is finding your 
brand. And you cannot do branding by public 
consent. You build your brand on feasibility, not local 
sentiment. Consider purchasing the “Art of Branding a 
Community” video at the DDI Store (ddistore.com) for 
more on how to develop a winning brand.

The best marketing efforts happen when you have 
everyone on the same page, pulling in the same 
direction. Look at the two pictures, above. Does the 
one above this column look familiar? Could this be 
you? When you narrow your focus all of a sudden you 
go from that to what you see next to it, on the right.

It takes a village to win

You will be far more effective as one loud voice as 
opposed to numerous small voices. Can you imagine 
what would happen if every Coca-Cola bottling plant 
designed its own Coke logo, cans, bottles and ads? 
Coke wouldn’t exist as a brand. This same rule applies 
to communities.

Consistency is always a hallmark of good marketing. It 
helps you “own” your brand - that narrow focus.

Pontiac used to be known as the “muscle car” 
manufacturer but as they broadened their scope in an 
effort to “expand their reach” they started producing 
low horse power, low quality, four cylinder cars totally 
losing site of their niche. Where is Pontiac today? 
Gone.

There are more ghost towns in the making today than 
ever before in North American history. If you hope 
to avoid this, then you need to narrow your focus. 
Investment and business will follow.

Deadly Sin #1:  Trying to be all things to all people (continued)
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Deadly Sin #2:  
Telling the world who instead of why
Tell me WHY I should visit you.

WHY should I buy from you?

WHY should I invest in your community?

WHY should I live there?

Always tell me WHY first - what sets you apart and 
makes you the destination of choice - and then tell me 
WHO you are, WHERE you’re located, and WHAT else 
you have to offer.

Go to ted.com/speakers/simon_sinek.html. This ten 
minute video is a great presentation on telling the 
world WHY before the what, where and who. It’s titled 
“How great leaders inspire action.”

List of good examples

Here are a few terrific examples of telling the 
consumer WHY:
•  McDonald’s - “You deserve a break today.” This had 

nothing to do with food, but telling mom’s WHY 
they should take the kids to McDonalds.

•  The U.S. Army - “Be all that you can be.” This 
campaign wasn’t about travel, using weapons, 
getting a free education, but about achieving 
personal goals - becoming an outstanding human 
being and changing the world.

•  BMW and “The ultimate driving machine.”

•  L’Oreal - “Because you’re worth it.” You’ll pay more for 
their products because you’re worth it.

•  De Beers - “Diamonds are Forever” 

•  Las Vegas - “What happens here, stays here.” This 
is perhaps the most successful tourism ad in U.S. 
history. It’s the why, not the what, who or where. 

WHO
WHERE
WHAT

WHY
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Deadly Sin #3:  
Boring ads and headlines
If you want your marketing to be effective, you MUST 
stand out from the crowd and command attention.

I was hosting a workshop with a group of about 60 
people and we decided to design a new ad for an 
audience member’s business. We decided we were 
going to do an ad for a local spa in town that was 
using the tag line “Beyond Expectations.” This tagline 
should be on my list of words and phrases to avoid.

I asked the audience to come up with a great line that 
had nothing to do with spas, but would certainly get 
the attention of anyone who saw it.

A participant raised his hand and gave me this line: 
“One out of four people in this country are mentally 
imbalanced.” There was more to this quote, but this 
is what I was given to work with. From this I had 
20-minutes to come up with an ad that would get 
attention and effectively market the spa. The first 
thing I did was find a stock photo of a gal who looked 

a little unbalanced - it had to be a photo that would get 
attention. Then I needed a spa shot. Then I wrote the 
following body text:

“One out of four people in this country are mentally 
imbalanced. Think of your three best friends. If they 
seem OK, then you’re the one. Perhaps it’s time you 
found your balance. Book a spa stay at the incredible 
Kalahari Spa’s “Sanity Retreat” for Mother’s Day. Bring 
your three best friends and save 30%. Book it now while 
you’re thinking clearly. www.SanityRetreat.com. Only in 
Wisconsin Dells.”

Sure beats “beyond expectations,” doesn’t it?

David Ogilvy, one of America’s most famous 
advertising executives summed it up best when he 
said “On the average, five times as many people read 
the headline as read the body copy. When you have 
written your headline, you have spent eighty cents of 
your marketing dollar.”

You need to EVOKE EMOTION in all of your ads. Look 
at the top left photo. It says something and evokes 
emotion. Emotion creates top of mind awareness and 
a call to action. Always hit me in an emotional spot – 
whether pure serenity or fist pumping fun.
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Deadly Sin #4:  
Spending more on collateral than  
on the web
Ninety-percent of all North American and Western 
Europeans have immediate access to the Internet, 
whether at home, work or school and via tablets, 
smart phones, laptop and desktop computers.

Of this group a full 94% use the Internet to decide 
where they are going to live, where they might find a 
job or establish a business, where they will go to eat, 
or where they will head for a getaway or vacation. 
That’s 19 out of 20 people.

But when we get online we don’t type in cities, 
counties, and towns. We type in the experience we’re 
looking for and then a general location. For instance, 
we’ll type in “Best restaurant Reno, Nevada.” Or “job 
openings, Tulsa Oklahoma.” Or “ski vacations, British 
Columbia.” 

Location is always second to the activity and this is 
where people charged with marketing geographic 

Sample marketing budget

Here is a general guide on how to spend your 
marketing dollars:

45% - Internet/website/social media/apps/peer 
             reviews/online advertising
20% - Public relations, media brand-building
20% - Advertising - to drive people to your website
10% - Collateral (printed) materials
   5% - Outdoor, trade shows, other marketing avenues

Naturally, this varies by destination or attraction and 
doesn’t include direct mail and some other marketing 
avenues, but it gives you a good picture of how 
important the Internet is to your total marketing 
picture.

areas get into trouble. Eighty-six percent of search 
engine users never go past the second page of search 
results. How often do you go past the first page of 
search results?

Perhaps this is why 70% of all search engine users are 
frustrated with their travel and other planning via the 
Internet. Search engine optimization should be a top 
priority and you need to focus on activities before 
location.

If you want new business, residents or visitors, it starts 
in front of a computer screen. The web should be your 
number one marketing priority. Yet 88% of destination 
marketing and economic development organizations 
spend more on printed materials than on the web. They 
have it backwards.

Remember, your website MUST be good enough to 
close the sale. And make sure you include specifics, not 
generalities. If we can’t find ALL the information we 
need, we simply say one word, “next,” and we’re off to 
another destination.
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Repetition gets results

In 1888 a doctor wrote down what it takes to close a sale. One hundred and twenty-five years later, this still rings 
true. While a bit of an exhaggeration, a person has to see an ad five times before it creates TOMA.

•  The 1st time a man looks at an ad, he does not see it.
•  The 2nd time he does not notice it
•  The 3rd time he is simply conscience of it
•  The 4th time he faintly remembers having seen something of the sort before
• The 5th time he half reads it
•  The 6th time he turns up his nose at it
•  The 7th time he reads it through and says “pshaw!”
•  The 8th time he yells “here’s that confounded thing again”
•  The 9th time he wonders if there’s anything to it
•  The 10th time he thinks it might possibly suit someone else
•  The 11th time he will ask his neighbor if he has tried it or knows anything about it
•  The 12th time he wonders how the advertiser can make it pay
•  The 13th time he rather thinks it must be a good thing
•  The 14th time he appears to think it is what he has wanted for a long time
•  The 15th time he resolves to try it as soon as he can afford it
•  The 16th time he examines the address carefully, and makes a memorandum of it
•  The 17th time he thinks he will ask his wife about it
•  The 18th time he is painfully reminded how much he needs that particular item
•  The 19th time he counts his money to see how much he would have left if he bought it
•  The 20th time he frantically rushes, in a fit of desperation, and buys it.

Deadly Sin #5: Being everywhere yet 
nowhere
The days of placing “drip ads” (small ads in numerous 
publications) are over. You find your niche and 
promote specifically to that audience over and over 
and over again until it sticks in their minds. This 
creates top of mind awareness or TOMA.

Tell them once, tell them what you told them, and 
then tell them again. Is it any wonder I still have this 
phrase burned into my brain, even after 20 years: “Two 
all beef patties, special sauce, lettuce, cheese, pickles, 
onions on a sesame seed bun.”

Repetition gets results. Repetition gets results. 
Repetition gets results. Early in this guide I used 
the words “Jettison the Generic” a number of times 
specifically to get it to stick in your mind.

This is the age of specialty marketing. Go for the 
niche publications, travel sites, and other marketing 
avenues including clubs, guilds and other niche non-
profit organizations.
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Deadly Sin #6:  
Selling place before experience
If you’ve read my book “Your Town: A Destination - The 
25 Immutable Rules of Successful Tourism” then you 
know how important marketing experiences over 
places is to winning the marketing game. Always 
sell the experience, or the outcome, first THEN the 
location or who you are. Look at the photos on this 
page. The experience or activity is always in the 
foreground and the location is in the background. 

Remember people want to connect - it’s “why” people 
choose certain destinations. They want to connect 
with each other, their roots, the environment, and 
with communities. Your photos should always show 
people - not just scenic vistas - connecting. This 
evokes emotion. People always identify with people 
more than places.

People also want to learn something. Culinary tourism 
is huge, as long as we can learn something. The same 
with art. In fact, people are four times more likely to 
purchase art when they meet the artisan. These days 

we want to learn about our heritage, other cultures, 
how to kayak and photograph wildlife. But we also 
want it to be interactive. Static attractions, exhibits, and 
historical displays quickly become “been there, done 
that” attractions. If you want people to come back, then 
you need to make it experiential - or hands on.

Every photo you use should get the reader or viewer 
to think “wow! I want to do that!” or “I want to go 

there!” But always make sure your photos and images 
showcase things the visitor can’t get or do closer to 
home. Jettison the generic.

On your website use JPEGs not GIF images. Quality is 
critical. And one more thing, video is quickly trumping 
still photography. Nothing sells like videos, but keep 
them to less than three minutes. Two or less is even 
better.
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One state 
of mind.
There is no other lake on the 
planet that has as many islands 
waiting to be explored in such 
a spectacular picturesque set-
ting. Home to more than 14,000 
islands* and 65,000 miles of 
shoreline is it any wonder that 
Lake of the Woods is a world-class 
legendary boating destination?

Just a 2.5-hour drive from Win-
nipeg you’ll find the place where 
you connect with all that Lake of 
the Woods has to offer. Whether 
a passenger on a charter vessel or 
sightseeing cruise, or are looking 
to rent a houseboat or a kayak, 
or if you’re the captain of your 
own ship, there is simply no place 
better to start your voyage than 
beautiful Kenora, Ontario.

Kenora’s Windjammer Pavilion 
hosts dozens of events and con-
certs year round, and downtown 
Kenora is home to Western On-
tario’s best restaurants, fabulous 
specialty shops, and a vibrant 
downtown scene routinely given a 
standing ovation by travel writers 
from around the globe.

So make sure your biography 
includes a chapter written in 
this one-and-only, outstanding 
destination. 

14,000* islands.

*There are actually 14,522 islands in Lake of the Woods.

www.RideDevon.ab.ca

Grab life by  
the handlebars.

H. G. Wells once famously noted that “Cycle tracks will  
abound in Utopia.” Just twenty minutes from downtown  
Edmonton you’ll find this very place. Featuring nearly 30  
kilometers of gear grinding hills, scenic riverside trails, and flat-out  
pulse-pounding terrain. Welcome to Alberta’s biking utopia - Devon.

Bike Town Alberta

These two ads are good models to follow. They show 
how to best sell the experience first, then the location. 

1.  Use just one signature photo or graphic image that 
sells the experience and sets you apart.

2.  Use one simple headline - one that highlights your 
point of differentiation, or will get your attention, 
pulling you into the ad.

3.  This can be a “sub-head” or continuation of the 
thought.

4.  The image and header text should pull people into 
the body text, which must be compelling.

5.  THEN you tell them, “by the way, we are Kenora” or 
the name of the destination.

6.  And here’s where you can log on for more 
information.

7.  And then the exclamation point or tag line such as 
“enjoy the ride” for Devon, Alberta. This is the call to 
action after “log on for more details.”

In a nutshell, quit marketing your hotel, business, 
community, location first. Pull us in, sell the 
experience, evoke emotion, then tell us who and 
where you are followed by a call to action.
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www.RideDevon.ab.ca

The fastest growing sport in North America, biking  

is not only the sport of champions, but champions the  

sport of healthy living. So change your life cycle – cycle for life. 

Learn how at BikeTownAlberta.com. Only in Devon.

Bike Town Alberta

Grab life by the handlebars.

Isn’t it time you started working on your bucket list? Just pick your passion, 
check the schedule, pack your bags, and make tracks for beautiful Vermilion, 
Alberta. Offering an incredible series of multi-day hands-on workshops and 

camps, each by renowned specialists, your Good Life Institute experience 
will change your life and will expand your horizons taking your passions  
to new heights. So log on today and begin living the good life!

TheGoodLifeInstitute.com

ART OUTDOOR LIVING INTERIOR DESIGN
THE COMPANY’S  

COMING KITCHEN THE ORGANIZED HOME

Become a culinary master
Make our house a stunning home

Be a National Geographic photographer

Turn our backyard into a retreat
Learn the art of ceramics

Always get your customer’s attention, pull them in, 
and then create a call to action. Typically this is best 
done with a question. Disney uses “What will you 
celebrate?” 

The Northwest retailer Fred Meyer asks “What’s on 
your list today?”

What is your call to action? Make it easy. Convenience 
is critical.

Finally, remember this in your marketing efforts:

A by-product of marketing “for the people” is the 
committee that compromises and kills a potential 
marketing home run. This is why you never see statues 
of committees in public parks. You see brave leaders!

The recap list

•  Jettison the generic - find your niche and promote it 
like crazy.

•  Tell me WHY before you tell me who, where or what.

•  Get my attention - pull me in and I’ll remember you.

•  Create a call to action - What’s on your bucket list?

•  Make sure there’s a next step - “do it now” so I don’t 
forget.

•  Web first, print second - Get your marketing 
priorities in order. When is the last time you actually 
used the yellow pages?

•  Concentrate your efforts - Repetition gets results.

•  Narrow your focus - and keep it narrow. Be the   
largest fish in the small pond.

The Seven Deadly Sins of  
Community Marketing
A full 97% of community marketing is wasted. 
Learn the 7 deadly sins, how to avoid them, 
and how to make sure that 100% of your 
marketing is effective. 

Price: $95 USD | 72 minutes

www.RogerBrooksLibrary.com

Presented by Roger Brooks

Deadly Sin #7: Missing a call to action

www.RideDevon.ab.ca

Grab life by 
the handlebars.

H. G. Wells once famously noted that “Cycle tracks will  
abound in Utopia.” Just twenty minutes from downtown  
Edmonton you’ll find this very place. Featuring nearly 30  
kilometers of gear grinding hills, scenic riverside trails, and flat-out  
pulse-pounding terrain. Welcome to Alberta’s biking utopia - Devon.

Bike Town Alberta
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About Roger Brooks
As CEO of Roger Brooks International, Roger’s expertise 
comes from having assisted nearly a thousand 
communities in their efforts to become better places to 
live, invest, establish a business, or visit.

The information is not just entertaining – it is clear, 
concise and it sticks. Known for telling engaging stories, 
Roger uses real-life examples shown in photos and video 
clips, some of them hilarious, all of them poignant. His 
bottom-line rules, tips, and ingredients leave attendees 
with rock solid action items they can implement today to 
make a difference tomorrow.

Roger Brooks International
For over 30 years, the award-winning Roger Brooks International team has had a 
singular mission – to improve people’s lives by helping their communities become 
healthier, more attractive, and more economically vibrant. We believe that every 
community has the potential to become a thriving, desirable place for residents, 
businesses, and visitors.

Working primarily in the public sector with cities, counties, states, CVBs, destination 
marketing organizations, and provinces, RBI is renowned for its bottom-line, “make-
something-happen” approach. This results in tremendously successful planning and 
implementation efforts.

Contact Us 
Roger Brooks International 
981 Powell Ave. SW, Suite 125 
Renton, WA 98057 
206-241-4770

Presented by Roger Brooks

Presented by Roger Brooks

The Power of Public Plazas
The 13 Ingredients to a Perfect Plaza told through a dozen case histories.

Roger Brooks Library

Introducing a new online program with access to a 
wealth of information available 24 hours a day. For a 
monthly fee of $45 you will have instant access to the 
entire DDI video library (a few examples are shown 
here) plus PDF guides on a variety of branding, 
product development and marketing subjects.  
Learn more at wwwRogerBrooksInternational.com

Community Marketing  
on a Minuscule Budget
Learn the seven marketing 
ideas you can implement 
today, for practically no 
money, that will dramatically 
increase local spending.

HD Video | 70 minutes

The Art of Branding a Community Part 1 & 2

The 20 Ingredients of an 
Outstanding Downtown
We surveyed 400 popular 
downtowns and downtown 
districts and found the 20 most 
common ingredients that led 
to their success. Learn how 
these ingredients can help your 
downtown achieve success too!

HD Video | 108 minutes

The Seven Deadly Sins of 
Destination Marketing
A full 97% of destination marketing 
is wasted. Learn the 7 deadly 
sins, how to avoid them, and how 
to make sure that 100% of your 
marketing is effective.

HD Video | 72 minutes 

Part 1: In this eye-opening, must-see presentation by 
Roger Brooks, you’ll learn the ten things you need to  
do to successfully brand your community. 

Part 2: In this fascinating presentation using Alpena, 
Michigan as a case history, you’ll learn HOW to 
successfully develop your own brand using the 13-step 
process that took nearly 30 years to develop and perfect. 
Best of all: This process has a 100% success rate.

HD Video | Part I: 63 min.  Part II: 60 min.

Presented by Roger Brooks

Community Marketing
on a MINUSCULE
BUDGET

Part 2:  The Step-By-Step Guide
Featuring the case history of Alpena, Michigan

Presented by Roger Brooks

Part 1:  Ten Things You Need to Know

The 20 Ingredients of an 
Outstanding Downtown

PART 1:  PROPERTY OWNERS
PART 2:  THE PUBLIC SECTOR
PART 3:  MERCHANTS

Presented by Roger Brooks

The Incredible
Presented by Roger Brooks

The Art of Developing 
a Wayfinding System


